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form-factor drives, such as 2.5-inch drives, will con-
stitute the storage devices used for large storage ar-
rays.4 In the past, only eight large-form-factor disk
drives could be contained within a storage system
frame of reasonable size, whereas today’s systems
may contain as many as 256 drives (or more) in a
RAID (redundant array of independent disks) or
equivalent configuration. The availability of small-
form-factor drives has been directly responsible for
the development and use of system architectures
such as RAID, which have advanced storage to new
levels of low cost, capacity, performance, and reli-
ability. In addition to the increases in reliability
brought about by these enhanced drive technologies,
the adoption of RAID architectures has resulted in
even higher levels of improvement in system avail-
ability. RAID architectures enable the effective un-
coupling of hardware reliability from system avail-
ability.

The miniaturization trend in disk drives, simulta-
neous with the trend of increasing drive capacity, is
the direct result of the vast technology improvements
that have increased areal density over seven orders
of magnitude since 1956. These improvements have
principally been: the introduction of magnetoresis-
tive (MR) and giant magnetoresistive (GMR) read
heads, finer-line-width inductive write head ele-
ments, high-signal-amplitude thin film disk materi-
als, lower flying heights, and partial-response-max-
imum-likelihood (PRML) data channels. These and
many more innovations demonstrate the continuing
trend toward further enhancements.5

Power/performance

Smaller-form-factor drives containing smaller-diam-
eter disks with high areal density permit faster disk
rotation rates while maintaining moderate power re-
quirements. Figure 9 shows this trend for disk drives
and storage systems, and indicates that both have
become significantly more economical with respect
to power utilization. The power loss due to air shear
for a disk drive is given by

P ! constant " D 4.6 " R 2.8

where D is disk diameter and R is the rotation rate.
Reducing disk diameter from 14 inches (355 mm)
to 65 mm would allow the drive designer to increase
rotation rate from 3600 RPM (revolution per minute)
to 15000 RPM in today’s higher performance disk
drives, while maintaining acceptable power losses

Figure 8 The evolution of disk drive form factors  
 1956–2002
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Overall system performance
! !cache hit ratio " channel performance)

# !1 $ cache hit ratio" " drive performance

System performance is a weighted average of the two
performances based on the cache hit ratio. Nearly
concurrent with this trend, a disk drive buffer was
also included, which enhanced the performance of
this component significantly. Figure 12 shows rela-
tive performance of both drives and systems over
time, and the effect of caching and buffering is clearly
visible. The basis for the chart is the storing of 4K
records. Although system (and drive) performance
would be expected to increase as a result of com-
ponent technology advances and drive miniaturiza-
tion, enhancements in electronics have been a sig-
nificant factor.

The CGR slopes of the relative performance
(input/output operations per second) curves in Fig-
ure 12 after 1990 are about 25 percent, less than the
rate of disk capacity increase based on areal den-
sity. There is a hypothetical concern that perfor-
mance per capacity could decrease to a level where
overall system performance would be adversely af-
fected. Presently, this performance trend constitutes
essentially no limitation to future disk drive capac-
ity increase, although new design modifications to
enhance disk drive and system performance could

Figure 12 Performance trend for hard disk drives and 
 storage systems 
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Figure 11 Disk drive access/seek times
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and even contributing significantly to a declining
power per capacity trend. Figure 9 indicates that the
power per gigabyte for drives is consistently drop-
ping, whereas RPM is increasing and disk diameter
is decreasing, in an almost monotonic trend. System
power requirements follow a similar trend of reduc-
tion. Although system electronics contribute to
power requirements, disk drives would again be a
major factor, and continuous increases in areal den-
sity at the drive level and volumetric density at the
system level would be expected to result in further
declines in power requirements per storage capac-
ity. This “green effect” is expected to continue with
future drives and storage systems. Without the con-
tinuous increases in areal density, it would not be
possible to reduce disk diameter and increase drive
(and system) capacity simultaneously.

The trend in maximum internal data rate for disk
drives is shown in Figure 10. This parameter is pro-
portional to linear density, rotation rate, and disk
diameter. In 1991, a significant change occurred in
drive design and operation, primarily the adoption
of MR heads that allowed higher linear density, small-
er-form-factor drives, and higher disk rotation rates.
Note that at a little over 100 megabytes/s internal
clock operation within a data channel circuit is ap-
proaching 1 GHz—as fast as today’s microproces-
sors and also approaching the limit for silicon cir-
cuits.

Figure 11 shows the decrease in average seek and
accessing times for server-platform disk drives over
the past 30 years. Access time is defined as seek time
plus latency time, which is inversely proportional to
rotation rate. Seek time depends on data band, the
difference between outer-disk recording radius and
inner-disk recording radius (the region where data
are actually recorded). The use of smaller-diameter
drives causes a marked change in slope near 1991,
similar to trends shown in Figure 10.6 The smaller
drives are faster, store more information, and con-
sume less power per capacity. Rotation rate contin-
ues to be a key parameter in disk drive and system
performance, a fact that sometimes is not apparent.
Regardless of the inclusion of large DRAM caches,
when the server system requests a read of data not
contained within the cache, latency becomes the key
delaying element. It is the application of small-form-
factor drives that has allowed rotation rates to go
beyond 10000 RPM and to continually improve sys-
tem performance while maintaining reasonable
power requirements.

What impact does drive design have on system per-
formance? Initially, system performance was essen-
tially drive performance. After the introduction of
electronic caches, system performance was related
to system channel speed, and cache effectiveness be-
came the critical issue. This is shown by

Figure 9 Hard disk drive and storage system power trend 
 per Gbytes stored
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 enterprise/server drives 
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Consumer Usage

 Consumer Survey on Digital Storage in Consumer Electronics 2008, Coughlin 
Associates (Dec. 2007)

- 51% said that 1 TB disk would be useful

- Most storage of content was on hard disk

- 46% backup data less than once per year

• except pictures most of them do not backup

• but most think it is important to have backups out of their homes

- Most people want to store entire TV series, copies of their entire music 
collection

 Projection

- by 2013 average home has 9 Terabyte

- by 2015 user content sums up to 650 Exabyte

9
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Storage Hierarchy

 Primary storage
- Processors registers
- Processor cache
- RAM

 Secondary storage
- Hard disks
- Solid state disks
- CD, DVD

 Tertiary storage 
- tape libraries
- optical jukeboxes

11



Characteristics of Storage

 Volatile — non-volatile memory
- non-volatile: dynamic or static

 Read & write — Read only — Slow write, fast read
 Random access – Sequential access
 Addressability

- location addressable
- file addressable
- content addressable

 Capacity
 Performance

- Latency
- Throughput

12



Non-volatile Storage Technologies

 Punch cards (Hollerith) 
1886-1950s

 Magnetic tape data storage 
1951-today

 Hard disk drive 1956-today
 Floppy disks 1970s-1990s
 EEPROM (Electrically Erasable 

Programmable Read-Only 
Memory) 1980-today
- Flash memory 

 Optical disc drive (read/write) 
1997-today

13



Network Storage Types

 Direct attached storage (DAS)
- traditional storage

 Network attached storage (NAS)
- storage attached to another computer accessible at file 

level over LAN or WAN

 Storage area network (SAN)
- specialized network providing other computers with 

storage capacity with access on block-addressing level

 File area network (FAN)
- systematic approach to organize file-related storage 

systems
- organization wide high-level storage network

14
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Evolution of Hard Disk Capacity
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History
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• 1956 IBM invents 305 RAMAC 
(Random Access Method of 
Accounting and Control)
• 5 MBytes, 24 in

• 1961 IBM invents air bearing 
heads

• 1970 IBM invents 8 in floppy 
disk drives

• 1973 IBM ships 3340 
Winchester sealed hard drives
• 30 MBytes

• 1980 Seagate introduces 5.25 
in hard disk drive
• 5 MBytes

• 1981 Sony ships first 3.25 in 
floppy drive

• 1983 Rodime produces 3.25 in 
disk drive

• 1986 Conner introduces first 
3.25 in voice coil actuators

• 1997 Seagate introduces 
7,200 RPM Ultra hard disk

• 1996 Fujitsu introduse aero 
dynamic design for lower 
flighing heads

• 1999 IBM develops the 
smallest hard disk of the World 
1in (340 MB)

• 2007 Hitachi introduces 1 TB 
hard disk
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Construction of a Hard Disk
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(c) Western Digital Corporation



Construction of a Hard Disk
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Physical Components
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 Platters
- round flat disks with 

special material to store 
magnetic patterns

- stacked onto a spindle
- rotate at high speed

 Read/Write Devices
- usually two per platter
- Actuator

• old: stepper motor
- mechanic adjusts to 

discrete positions
- low track density
- still used in floppy disks

• now: voice coil actuator
- servo system dynamicall 

positions the heads directly 
over the data tracks

• Head arms
- are moved by the actuator 

to choose the tracks

• Head sliders
- are responsible to keep the 

heads in a small defined 
distance above the platter

- heads „fly“ over the platter 
on an air cushion

• Read/write heads 
mounted on top of arms



Slider
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Figure 6. Illustration of suspension and slider. Left: schematic. Right: photograph. (Source: Tom 

Albrecht, IBM) 

coil 

/ inductive head 
MR element 

Figure 7. Schematic of readwrite transducer. (Source: Tom Albrecht, IBM) 
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Proceedings of the American Control Conference ,Arlington, VA June 25-27, 2001 
A Tutorial on Controls for Disk Drives William Messner , Rick Ehrlich



Magnetization Techniques

 Longitudinal recording

- magnetic moments in the direction of rotation

- problem: super-paramagnetic effect

- 100-200 Gigabit per square inch

 Perpendicular

- magnetic moments are orthogonal to the 
rotation direction

- increases the data density

- 1 Terabit per square inch

 HAMR (Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording)

- upcoming technology

- Laser heats up area to keep the necessary 
magnetic field as small as possible

23



Electronic Components

 Magnetized Surface on platter
 Read/Write-Head
 Embedded controller
 Disk buffer (disk cache)

- store bits going to and from the platter
- read-ahead/read-behind
- speed matching
- write acceleration
- command queueing

 Interface

24
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Tracks and Cylinders

 Tracks
- is a circle with data on a platter

 Cylinder
- is the set of tracks on all platters  

that are simultaneously 
accessed by the heads

 Sector
- basic unit of data storage
- angular section of a circle

26

(c) Quantum Corporation



Addressing

 CHS (cylinder, head, sector)
- each logical unit is addressed by the cylinder 

• set of corresponding tracks on both sides of the platters
- head
- sector (angular section)
- old system

 LBA (Logical Block Addressing)
- simpler system all logical blocks are number

27



Adapting Sectors

 Zoned bit recording
- adapt the sector size to the bit 

density
- different number of sectors 

depending from the distance from 
the center

 Sector interleaving
- for cylinder switch
- when the arm moves then the disk 

continues spinning
- to avoid waiting times the 

numbering of the sectors has an 
offset 

28

http://www.storagereview.com/guide2000/ref/hdd/geom/

tracksZBR.html



Encoding

 Problem
- Only the difference of orientation can be measured
- Because of the para-magnetic effect orientation changes 

need a minimum distance
- Long sequences of same orientation lead to errors

 Encoding
- must have long, but not too long flux reversals

29



MFM

 R: Flux reversal
 N: no flux reversal
 FM (Frequency Modulation)

- 0 -> RN
- 1 -> RR

 MFM (Modified Frequency Modulation)
- 0 (preceded by 0) -> RN
- 0 (preceded by 1) -> NN
- 1 -> NR

30



Run Length Limited (RLL)
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http://www.storagereview.com/guide2000/ref/hdd/geom/dataRLL.html



Partial Response, Maximum Likelihood (PRML)

 Peak detection by analog to digital conversion
- use multiple data samples to determine the peak
- increase areal density by 30-40% to standard peak detection

 Extended PRML
- further improvement

of PRML

32

http://www.storagereview.com/guide2000/ref/hdd/geom/dataPRML.html
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Disk Failure Rates

Failure Trends in a Large Disk Drive Population, 
Pinheiro, Weber, Barroso, Google Inc. FAST 2007

34

raw numbers, are likely to be good indicators of some-

thing really bad with the drive. Filtering for spurious

values reduced the sample set size by less than 0.1%.

3 Results

We now analyze the failure behavior of our fleet of disk

drives using detailed monitoring data collected over a

nine-month observation window. During this time we

recorded failure events as well as all the available en-

vironmental and activity data and most of the SMART

parameters from the drives themselves. Failure informa-

tion spanning a much longer interval (approximately five

years) was also mined from an older repairs database.

All the results presented here were tested for their statis-

tical significance using the appropriate tests.

3.1 Baseline Failure Rates

Figure 2 presents the average Annualized Failure Rates

(AFR) for all drives in our study, aged zero to 5 years,

and is derived from our older repairs database. The data

are broken down by the age a drive was when it failed.

Note that this implies some overlap between the sample

sets for the 3-month, 6-month, and 1-year ages, because

a drive can reach its 3-month, 6-month and 1-year age

all within the observation period. Beyond 1-year there is

no more overlap.

While it may be tempting to read this graph as strictly

failure rate with drive age, drive model factors are

strongly mixed into these data as well. We tend to source

a particular drive model only for a limited time (as new,

more cost-effective models are constantly being intro-

duced), so it is often the case that when we look at sets

of drives of different ages we are also looking at a very

different mix of models. Consequently, these data are

not directly useful in understanding the effects of disk

age on failure rates (the exception being the first three

data points, which are dominated by a relatively stable

mix of disk drive models). The graph is nevertheless a

good way to provide a baseline characterization of fail-

ures across our population. It is also useful for later

studies in the paper, where we can judge how consistent

the impact of a given parameter is across these diverse

drive model groups. A consistent and noticeable impact

across all groups indicates strongly that the signal being

measured has a fundamentally powerful correlation with

failures, given that it is observed across widely varying

ages and models.

The observed range of AFRs (see Figure 2) varies

from 1.7%, for drives that were in their first year of op-

eration, to over 8.6%, observed in the 3-year old pop-

Figure 2: Annualized failure rates broken down by age groups

ulation. The higher baseline AFR for 3 and 4 year old

drives is more strongly influenced by the underlying re-

liability of the particular models in that vintage than by

disk drive aging effects. It is interesting to note that our

3-month, 6-months and 1-year data points do seem to

indicate a noticeable influence of infant mortality phe-

nomena, with 1-year AFR dropping significantly from

the AFR observed in the first three months.

3.2 Manufacturers, Models, and Vintages

Failure rates are known to be highly correlated with drive

models, manufacturers and vintages [18]. Our results do

not contradict this fact. For example, Figure 2 changes

significantly when we normalize failure rates per each

drive model. Most age-related results are impacted by

drive vintages. However, in this paper, we do not show a

breakdown of drives per manufacturer, model, or vintage

due to the proprietary nature of these data.

Interestingly, this does not change our conclusions. In

contrast to age-related results, we note that all results

shown in the rest of the paper are not affected signifi-

cantly by the population mix. None of our SMART data

results change significantly when normalized by drive

model. The only exception is seek error rate, which is

dependent on one specific drive manufacturer, as we dis-

cuss in section 3.5.5.

3.3 Utilization

The literature generally refers to utilization metrics by

employing the term duty cycle which unfortunately has

no consistent and precise definition, but can be roughly

characterized as the fraction of time a drive is active out

of the total powered-on time. What is widely reported in

the literature is that higher duty cycles affect disk drives

negatively [4, 21].



Reasons for Failures

 From: 
www.datarecorvery.org

 Physical reasons
- scratched platter
- broken arm/slider
- hard drive motor failed
- humidity, smoke in the drive
- manufacturer defect
- firmware corruption
- bad sectors
- overheated hard drive
- head crash
- power surge
- water or fire damage

 Logical Reasons
- failed boot sector
- master boot record failure
- drive not recognized by BIOS
- operating system malfunction
- accidentally deleted data
- software crash
- corrupt file system
- employee sabotage
- improper shutdown
- disk repair utilities
- computer viruses
- ...

35



Reasons for Failure

 Failure Trends in a Large Disk Drive Population, Pinheiro, Weber, 
Barroso, Google Inc. FAST 2007
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Figure 4: Distribution of average temperatures and failures
rates.

Figure 5: AFR for average drive temperature.

ported temperature effects only for the high end of our

temperature range and especially for older drives. In the

lower and middle temperature ranges, higher tempera-

tures are not associated with higher failure rates. This is

a fairly surprising result, which could indicate that data-

center or server designers have more freedom than pre-

viously thought when setting operating temperatures for

equipment that contains disk drives. We can conclude

that at moderate temperature ranges it is likely that there

are other effects which affect failure rates much more

strongly than temperatures do.

3.5 SMART Data Analysis

We now look at the various self-monitoring signals that

are available from virtually all of our disk drives through

the SMART standard interface. Our analysis indicates

that some signals appear to be more relevant to the study

of failures than others. We first look at those in detail,

and then list a summary of our findings for the remaining

ones. At the end of this section we discuss our results

and reason about the usefulness of SMART parameters

in obtaining predictive models for individual disk drive

failures.

We present results in three forms. First we compare

the AFR of drives with zero and non-zero counts for a

given parameter, broken down by the same age groups

as in figures 2 and 3. We also find it useful to plot the

probability of survival of drives over the nine-month ob-

servation window for different ranges of parameter val-

ues. Finally, in addition to the graphs, we devise a sin-

gle metric that could relay how relevant the values of

a given SMART parameter are in predicting imminent

failures. To that end, for each SMART parameter we

look for thresholds that increased the probability of fail-

ure in the next 60 days by at least a factor of 10 with

respect to drives that have zero counts for that parame-

ter. We report such Critical Thresholds whenever we are

able to find them with high confidence (> 95%).

3.5.1 Scan Errors

Drives typically scan the disk surface in the background

and report errors as they discover them. Large scan error

counts can be indicative of surface defects, and therefore

are believed to be indicative of lower reliability. In our

population, fewer than 2% of the drives show scan errors

and they are nearly uniformly spread across various disk

models.

Figure 6 shows the AFR values of two groups of

drives, those without scan errors and those with one or

more. We plot bars across all age groups in which we

have statistically significant data. We find that the group

of drives with scan errors are ten times more likely to fail

than the group with no errors. This effect is also noticed

when we further break down the groups by disk model.

From Figure 8 we see a drastic and quick decrease in

survival probability after the first scan error (left graph).

A little over 70% of the drives survive the first 8 months

after their first scan error. The dashed lines represent the

95% confidence interval. The middle plot in Figure 8

separates the population in four age groups (in months),

and shows an effect that is not visible in the AFR plots. It

appears that scan errors affect the survival probability of

young drives more dramatically very soon after the first

scan error occurs, but after the first month the curve flat-

tens out. Older drives, however, continue to see a steady

decline in survival probability throughout the 8-month

period. This behavior could be another manifestation of

infant mortality phenomenon. The right graph in figure 8

looks at the effect of multiple scan errors. While drives

with one error are more likely to fail than those with

none, drives with multiple errors fail even more quickly.



S.M.A.R.T.

 Self-Monitoring, Analysis 
and Reporting Technolgoy

 Relevant Parameters
- Seek error rate

• track was not hit
- Raw read error rate

• problems in the magnetic 
medium

- hardware ECC recovered
• recovered bits by error 

correction (not really alarming)
- Scan error rate

• at periodic check non 
repairable error occurs 
(problems in the magnetic 
medium) 

- Throughput performance
• spinning rate problem

- Spin up time
• startup time

- Reallocated sector count
• number of used reserve 

sectors
- Drive temperature

 Informative parameters
- Start/stop count
- Power on hours count
- Load/unload cycle count
- Ultra DMA CRC Error Count
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